DESTINATION LONDON

Bridging
C U LT U R E S
Jane Slade talks to Russian architect Alexander Rakita
about designing complex homes for complex clients

A

lexander Rakita heads up an architectural practice
that works in the most challenging intercultural and
specialised situations. “It is our USP,” he declares.
“It comes from my personal background.” Rakita
was born in Moscow, studied in Paris, worked in Dublin and
is now based in Camden Town, North London where he has
established his architectural firm AR Architecture.
He is conversant in English, Russian and French and his staff
speak seven languages between them.
“I am used to living and working in very different
environments,” he adds. In 2010 he moved to London for a new
challenge after a transatlantic spell jetting between his previous
company’s creative offices in Ireland and Abu Dhabi.
During the last five years he has captured a market in
Russian-speaking clientele as well as those from Europe and the
Middle East. “Knowing the cultural differences is key,” he says.
“Everything here is done in a very different way than in Eastern
Europe, Asia and Russia. Some of my clients find it difficult to
grasp these differences. My job is to bridge these cultures. I see
relationships break down with other architectural companies
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because they fail to understand these differences.”
What connects all his clients though is their high
expectations. “They all expect a high level of service and
workmanship. This means employing the best builders who are

used to workmanship of a high standard, and have a very good
understanding of what is required.”
Clients expect a premium level of service. “My clients only
want to deal with the boss so you tend to be on call 24/7.”
AR Architecture specialises in creating high-end residential
homes. The firm has already won two prestigious awards. Last
year it scooped a European Property Award for Best Hotel
Architecture in Russia (for the Hyatt Regency Rostov DonPlaza Hotel) and the UK Property Award for Best Architecture
Single Residence London (for a prestigious refurbishment
project in Primrose Hill London). And this year it is a finalist
in the London Construction Awards for London Architectural
Firm of the Year.
“London is a treasure house of architectural style,” says
Alexander. “We often work on complex historic buildings,
collaborating with prestigious London authorities and
institutions, including Grosvenor Estates, Crown Estates and
Westminster City Council.”
His clients range from wealthy Russian businessmen who
have made London their main home, to investors who have a
number of properties and want to add to their portfolios. Since
establishing his business, Rakita has seen the market change
dramatically. “It started in 2012 when property prices began
rising,” he says.“The market became very active; it was a good
time for us as we were promoting our business at a time of
growth.”
His clients have changed too. They have become
more enterprising. “The Russian buyer has become more
entrepreneurial, not only buying a place to live, but also looking
to invest commercially – and looking at all aspects of the real
estate market. Investors generally want to make a quick profit
so are now looking at areas outside London such as Virginia
Water in Surrey.”
He adds that Mayfair, Belgravia and Knightsbridge are still
the hotspots for a main home but people are now considering
Hampstead and Highgate and even further afield. “The
economic situation in Russia has meant that wealthy Russians
no longer see their homeland as a good place to invest and are
looking to London instead.”

But they are also looking for a different type of property
than the British buyer. “British clients are more open to
contemporary architecture, whereas foreign clients prefer
historical buildings where they can recreate a certain
nostalgia for the past.”
Rakita’s biggest challenge is advising clients on the time
it can take to secure all statutory approvals before building
even starts. “It can be up to 18 months in some cases if we
have to get permission from English Heritage and Grosvenor
Estates. Obviously this particularly applies to listed
properties which are more popular with Russians buyers.”
His other major preoccupation is using his design skills
to maximise space, which can be limited in homes in the
capital. “We like to find non-conventional solutions such as
the 1970s property we refurbished in Primrose Hill,” he says.
“At Quickswood House we built a glass wall down two sides
of a North Facing extension and extended the green roof so it
was pitched at an angle which allowed the glass to catch the
sunlight at sunset. It was an effort persuading the planners
but they did agree and it won an international design award.”
The owner, a Ukrainian businessman and politician, paid
£390,000 for the makeover. It is now worth some £2.7million
compared to just £1.5million un-refurbished. Other design
innovations included incorporating a huge fish tank to bring
light from the South-facing kitchen to the living room and
through to the dining area. “We like to work with space and
light; and zone areas of a dwelling so it follows sunlight hours
throughout the day,” he says. He is currently upgrading a
12,000 square foot property in London’s Eaton Square which
is costing over £10million. The client, a Russian businessman
is building a home for his family. The grade-two star listed
Georgian building has 10 bedrooms, 14 bathrooms, staff
accommodation, a swimming pool and gym. Technological
innovations include sliding roof lights which when retracted
offers a large outdoor space on the 4th floor.
Rakita adds: “We’re also incorporating an elaborate
mechanical system for ventilation, air heating and cooling
instead of radiators, and hope to install a state-of-the-art
sliding glass roof over the courtyard.”
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